T

he 6-foot 5-inch Hailun HG-198 is the grand for imaginative solo or chamber music performances. It combines a majestic sound with the gracefulness and articulate playing. Designed by

Engineer Frank Emerson, the instrument delivers a
rich, full and colorful sound. The HG-198 is beautiful in looks and resonance. Its lines are elegant
by design. The HU-198 beautifies any home
surroundings while its sturdy construction makes it the ideal institutional,
or chamber music piano. Finishes: Ebony Polish, Mahogany Polish, Walnut
Polish.

Rich, full and colorful
Semi-Concert Grand
Designed by

Frank Emerson

•Premium Action Keys
Hailun HG-198 keys are made of solid
spruce and are individually weighted.
The keytops are covered with high grade
Japanese PMMA and yield the greatest
control to the touch. The keys are supported by a solid spruce key frame with
maple key pin inserts.

design of the best quality Bavarian

duced by a piano of its size.

spruce. Thirteen dovetailed ribs evenly

•Durable Pinblock

distribute the energy. The results are …
the finest dynamic range, a wonderful

The HG-198 pinblock is made from the

even tone that carries across its whole

finest maple, cross-laminated to assure

gamut of frequencies and a powerful ex-

the instrument holds its tuning and voic-

pressive sound emerging from the large
soundboard. The high quality support
beams insure stability and durability to

ing through decades of playing the
piano.

•PerformancePlus™ Action

this fine instrument.

•High Quality Strings

Hailun proprietary PerformancePlus™

•Superb Rim Construction

The HG-198 strings are imported from

design action includes parts made of European Hornbeam, reinforced German felt
hammers, and an aluminum with maple
core action rail. The result is an astonishing predictable control resulting in a
wide and colorful range of tones.

•Duplex scaling

The sound of HG-198 is futher energized
by a solid constructions of its inner and
outer rims. The multiple layers of alternating hard maple and walnut are reinforced with strategically placed dowells
enhancing the piano longevity.

•“Balanced” Wet Sand Plate Pro-

Enjoy the rich harmonics and the fuller
sound the piano provides because of the
well-designed and excellently crafted
duplex scaling of the HG-198.

prietary Casting
Totally proprietary for the HG-198,
Hailun engineers have designed the
properly balanced wet sand plate to sup-

the acclaimed Röslau Piano String Factory originating in the district of Wunsiedel in Bavaria, Germany. Known for
its uniform thickness and roundness and
its higher tensile strength, they are
among the finest music wires available.
The bass strings are made of solid copper
windings.

•Fifteen Year Warranty
The Hailun HG-198 piano is warranted
to be free of defects in materials and
workmanship for fifteen years from the

•Performance Sustenuto Pedal

port the heavy load of string tension. The

The HG-198 is equipped with a fully

Hailun WetSand™ process insures many

functioning sustenuto pedal to provide

decades of tuning and structural stability.

Authorized Hailun Merchant. If you de-

the maximal expression available.

•Hard-Maple Bridges

this limited full fifteen-

•Soundboard, Ribs and Beams

The HG-198 bridges are made from se-

year warranty is trans-

The soundboard provides the optimal

lect hard maple for durability and preci-

ferable

to

the

possible resonance because of its tapered

sion.

purchaser

from

the

The unique bass bridge to the

clearest, most powerful sound bass pro-

date of original retail purchase from an
cide to sell your Hailun piano,

original owner.

HG-198 TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Plate.............................................................Wet Sand Cast
Hammer Felt .............................Reinforced German Felt
Strings .......................................................German Roslau
Soundboard .............................Tapered Bavarian Spruce
Pin Block ......................Multi-Laminate “Delignit” type
Ribs............................................................13—Dovetailed
Inner & Outer Rim ............Alternating maple / walnut
Lid...................................................Beveled & Reinforced
Action .................Hailun “Performance Plus” Design™
Action Parts ....................................European Hornbeam
Wippen Rail ....Extruded Aluminium with Maple Core

Hailun USA
P. O. Box 1130
Richland, WA 99352

Hammer Rail.................................Hard Maple, Serrated
Keyframe......Solid Spruce with Maple Key-pin Inserts
Keys ................................................................Solid Spruce
Keytops.............................High Grade Japanese PMMA
Pedals.............................................Brass—Full Sostenuto
Bridges..................Hand-notched; Bass Bridge Cut-Out
Tuning Pins .................................“Precision-cut Thread”
Width ..............................................................................58”
Length ..........................................................................6’ 5”

877•946•8078
www.hailun-pianos.com
Merchant Inquiries Welcome

